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Float Trip Float Trip 
  by  Denise Fisher

         We do not wish this, 
         we do not desire it, 
         only the water we borrow 
         on our way to returning. 
         We who are doing this 
         all will be dying. 
         Way of  the water’s going, 
         bear with us in this place now 
         on your way to returning.
       (Ursula Le Guin – 
       Way of  Water’s Going)

I first saw it while hiking on a spring day in April. The massive 
Charles Hansen Supply Canal seemed to begin out of  the top of  a dry 
hillside west of  Fort Collins, Colorado. The gouge in the earth’s surface, 
empty of  water, its opposing banks bare and perfectly parallel, plunged 
sharply twenty feet or more to a smooth, calculated surface at the bottom. 
Above rested a dry field with no visible waterways flowing into the canal. 
Below lay a broad ravine and a trickling stream sloping away from the 
canal. 

Since water seeks its lowest level, how could a waterway appear 
full-blown at the top of  a ridge?  I scrambled down the steep, rock-lined 
embankment of  the canal to find out where the water could possibly come 
from. 

I felt as if  I had descended into a small canyon. The channel 
narrowed into a cylindrical throat, a monstrous siphon that pitched down, 
tunneling deep under the small valley. My own throat constricted. I walked 
toward the black hole, picking my way through river rock that littered the 
flat cement bottom. Clean, white bones from unknown former lives lay 
scattered and lodged between the rocks. My footsteps echoed loudly off  
the cement walls. I stopped ten feet from the yawning hole, pulled and 
repelled. I backed away, turned, and fought the urge to run to the bank, 
where each step threatened to slip me back to the bottom.
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That night, I tossed restlessly in bed, jolted by waves of  adrenalin. 
I kept seeing that black hole on the ceiling, on the insides of  my eyelids, 
feeling the chill of  white bones and death wafting on the cool air coming 
out of  the siphon. 

When I first saw the Hansen that day, I had been researching 
and writing about a collection of  WPA murals painted on panels of  
the Colorado State Capitol rotunda. The murals depict a history of  
water development. In the first mural, a Native American man paints 
the water cycle of  a thunderstorm on animal hide. The images in the 
succession of  murals progress (or regress) from autonomous nature to 
water mechanized in sluices, aqueducts, and dams, ending with the final 
mural filled with technological splendor in planes, trains, skyscrapers, and 
a complete absence of  nature. The message is an unabashed celebration 
of  the control of  water. Two views were sparring in my head. One view: 
water’s autonomous life cycle – it flows in streams, condenses in dew, 
drips in rain, undulates in lakes and oceans, seeps in marshes, amasses in 
rivers, erodes, evaporates, transpires. The other view: human dependence 
on water controlled in pipes, constrained by dams, channeled in canals, 
effluent flushed, mechanized to generate electricity, industrialized. 

The Hansen epitomized water industrialized, but was still 
mysterious to me. What was it for?  Why was it built?  I needed to find out 
more. And I couldn’t shake the haunting image of  that black hole.

I returned to the canal a few days later to explore further, this 
time with my mountain bike and camera. I ignored signs that read KEEP 
OUT CERTAIN DEATH IF ENTERED as I climbed repeatedly down 
into the canal to look at other siphons, and once, to see the crumpled 
carcass of  a dead deer. 

The next week I called the Northern Colorado Water Conservancy 
District and talked with Roger Sinden, who manages the Hansen, to see 
if  I could take a tour. On the tour the following Saturday, I learned the 
water that fills the Hansen is part of  the C-BT (Colorado-Big Thompson) 
project, collected from snowmelt in the Colorado River watershed 
before the river is even a small mountain stream. It is then siphoned 
miles under the Continental Divide to the eastern slope, then flows 
throughhydroelectric plants, canals, and more siphons before it pours into 
reservoirs on the Front Range. The Hansen Supply Canal, the last leg, 
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carries water from Horsetooth Reservoir to the Poudre River. leg, carries 
water from Horsetooth Reservoir to the Poudre River.

Long Gulch is the first of  three inverted siphons along the Hansen. 
Long Gulch plunges 70 feet down, is 700 feet long, and twelve and a half  
feet in diameter. The downward force pushes the water under the valley, 
back uphill. The water emerges at the top of  the next ridge – right where 
I had been standing a few days earlier. 

Roger mentioned four boys once tried to raft down the Hansen. I 
thought to myself, you’re kidding. One of  the boys survived. 

After the tour, I kept thinking about that black hole, the bones 
littering the bottom of  the canal, the boys. How did they happen to raft 
down this canal?  What happened?  What was it like?

A few weeks later, I went to the library. I looked at microfiche, 
read the headlines, looked at photos. One headline read, “Rescue Try 
Fails; 1 Survives Waters.”  The survivor was Gary Hergert. I tracked down 
Gary’s phone number. He had earned a Ph. D. in agronomy from Cornell 
University and taught at the University of  Nebraska. 

Nervously, I dialed Gary’s number. He might not want to talk 
about what happened. When I asked, he said, “Oh boy.”  Then, after a 
long pause, “I still get very emotional about that.”  

Gary said he and his three buddies had been told by friends that a 
canal north of  Horsetooth Reservoir was great for a float trip. The canal 
wound from the foothills down through the streets of  Fort Collins, right 
through City Park Golf  Course. The foursome, all students at Colorado 
State University, weren’t exactly sure where it was. If  they drove to the 
north end of  the reservoir, they trusted they would find it. 

That day in 1965 started out utterly sky-blue. For weeks they 
had looked forward to an afternoon of  fun before finals. Warren Hatch 
planned to become a medical missionary. Joel Stover was in his third year 
of  philosophy. Larry Sanderson, also in his third year, majored in English. 
Gary, a second-year agronomy major and a year younger than his friends, 
was along for the ride. 

They pulled into the entrance of  a right-of-way along a canal. 
Water flowed quickly along sharply angled cement sides. The boys parked 
near a sign that read “Keep Alive by Keeping Out.”  But remembering 
what their friends had said, they ignored the sign and launched their small 
inflatable oval raft. Joel and Larry got in first, Gary was third in line, and 
Warren sat behind Gary. The four fit tightly. 
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Gary said from the beginning he felt jumpy. The water flowed 
deceptively smooth, but fast – thousands of  gallons sliding the raft along 
at eleven feet a second, nearly eight miles per hour. He noted rebar ladders 
at intervals embedded in the steep cement walls. 

They had gone maybe a half-mile when the canal made a smooth 
turn. They saw a fisherman waving his arms and yelling. But as they 
rounded the corner all they heard was a deep roar.

 They didn’t know what was ahead – a waterfall?  a diversion 
structure? – but they knew they were in trouble. They could see a rebar 
ladder right before the canal made another sharp curve. They paddled the 
little raft hard to the left to reach it. The water picked up speed. The roar 
got louder. They missed. 

Up ahead, the canal disappeared 
into a cement box that narrowed to 
twenty feet while it sloped downward. 
There they saw one last ladder. The 
water raced them past the cement wall, 
but they managed to slide the raft to the 
right. Joel, then Larry, grabbed for the 
ladder and missed. Gary and Warren 
both reached and missed. But as Gary’s 
arm slipped under the water, it hooked 

into a lower rung. He thought his arm would rip off. But he held on while 
Warren clutched Gary.

The next thing Gary felt was Warren’s body ripping free and the raft 
slipping out from under him. He looked back. Everyone had disappeared. 

Gary pulled himself  out of  the water and up the rungs. Barefoot, 
he ran ahead to see where the canal went. A broad ravine lay before him, 
a lazy creek meandering peacefully. The canal had vanished.

Gary ran back to the mouth of  the siphon and saw Warren, unhurt, 
eddying, bobbing, bumping the cement walls, atop the little raft. He had 
somehow managed to hang on, and the raft was buoyant enough to defy 
the watery vacuum. Gary yelled he was going for help, and ran down 
the ridge toward a farmhouse, his bare feet pounding and tearing across 
rocks, sagebrush and prickly pear cactus.

When Gary ran into the farmyard, John Tiernan, the fisherman 
they’d seen, had already called 911. Gary told him Warren was still alive. 
John grabbed his lariat rope and they hopped into his pick-up. 

The next thing 
Gary felt was Warren’s 
body ripping free and 
the raft slipping out 
from under him.
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 By the time John and Gary returned, Warren had been bouncing 
at the frothing mouth of  the siphon for forty-five minutes. They tried 
to make him understand he needed to tie the rope around his waist, 
then tossed it to him. He missed. They tried again. He missed. Finally, 
he caught it. They again told him to tie it around his waist, but Warren 
could only clutch the rope, begging them to help him.

Because of  the steepness of  the cement banks, as they pulled back 
they lost sight of  Warren, but they could feel his weight on the end of  the 
rope. They hauled back further and knew Warren was out of  the water, 
part way up the cement wall. 

Suddenly both John and Gary fell to the ground, the rope weightless. 
They heard no sound, no yells, only that incessant roaring. 

The newspaper article said the 
emergency workers found Warren’s, Joel’s 
and Larry’s bodies by 5:00 p.m. A photo 
showed a single sandal bobbing and swirling 
at the mouth of  siphon.

A little under two miles northeast of  
where the boys had rafted, another canal, 
the New Mercer, flowed peacefully beside the 
foothills, earthen-banked, occasionally tree-
lined, eventually gliding through City Park Golf  Course in Fort Collins. 
The ditch followed the terrain of  the land, dropping slowly in elevation 
one inch per hundred feet. It would have been a gentle float trip.

Gary said he has often wondered over the years, why did he survive?  
He feels a sense of  faith and purpose because he lived. But then he adds, 
“Why were we so damn dumb?”

The day I called the water district to get permission to tour the 
Hansen, I didn’t tell Roger I had already poked around the canal. “So 
when do you release water into the canal?” I had asked. 

“April 1st,” he said. “The only reason we haven’t this year is because 
we haven’t had any water orders yet.”  

My scalp tingled. April 1st was the day I stood at the mouth of  
the siphon, where the bodies of  Larry, Joel, and Warren had most likely 
emerged that day of  their float trip. I, too, had ignored the danger signs. 

In that moment, I had imagined my death, my last image on earth 
of  the inside of  the perfectly engineered banks of  the Hansen. I felt the 

Clean, white 
bones from unknown 
former lives lay 
scattered and lodged 
between the rocks.
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water blasting out of  the siphon over my body, thrashing me limp with its 
turbulence, sucking me through the rest of  the siphons, my lungs filling 
with water, oxygen fading from my brain, leaving my carcass crumpled 
with the deer.

Gary and I discovered we both grew up on irrigated farms in 
neighboring communities only a few miles from each other. The water 
that fed our crops rippled through canals like the New Mercer. I spent 
my childhood seeking out the edges of  water – banks of  ditches where 
I slapped mud into pies, waded in icy well water, or sat on cottonwood 
roots at the edge of  our lake. Life collected at these edges – muskrats, 
cottonwoods, ducks, herons, toads. They were places of  contemplation 
and play. 

Neither of  us had encountered anything like the Hansen before. 
The Hansen had no life on its edges. Judging by the bones laying at the 
bottom of  the canal, Gary may have been the only one to survive the 
waters of  the Hansen.
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